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Too few people care about the stars... Old people know the stars and children love them... Stars are no longer regarded as useful, therefore they have been abandoned. A century ago people knew them better... Culture was given precedence over practicality... I find the old people can call the stars by name, while the young do not know them.

Annie Jump Cannon, 1924.
According to ancient tradition the Osages (in their own language, the Wahzhazhe) came to earth from the stars. Perhaps they were the first to comprehend that we are all made of stardust. An understanding of the heavens was as essential to their survival on the open grasslands as it was to sailors on the vast sea. But once European settlers’ prairie schooners rolled to a stop, the mariners of the Prairie turned their gazes toward the Farmer’s Almanac and their noses to the grindstone. With no perceived useful purpose, the skies became the dominion of dreamers. But on the open prairie, it is only the vast sky that grounds us—and the North Star that guides us.